I. INTRODUCTION

Patient registries collect information in a systematic way about individuals who share a particular feature of medical interest. As such, they may provide critical resources for medical research, for improving health care, for public health, or for other purposes.

Registries vary in many important ways. Registries may be devoted to specific conditions such as cystic fibrosis (“CF”) or Pompe disease. They may gather information about patients who have received particular medical devices such as pacemakers or joint replacements. Some registries such as tumor registries or vaccination registries are maintained by state public health departments. Others are maintained by non-profits, professional organizations, or academic medical centers. Still others are maintained by pharmaceutical companies or medical device manufacturers. Some registries are established specifically for research purposes and approved according to the federal regulations governing research with human subjects, while others serve primarily to network patients and their families. Some glean data from patient records and may continue to be covered by the federal privacy and security rules for protecting health information. Others may gather information from patients themselves or from other sources beyond the scope of these protections.

Registries also differ in how they use and protect the information they contain. That is, they engage in quite different practices of governance and data stewardship. This article presents data from a pilot study of a selected group of patient registries about their practices of governance and date stewardship. Although some of the registries surveyed have implemented robust practices of data stewardship, others have not. The article concludes with preliminary recommendations for improvements based on these findings.

II. PATIENT REGISTRIES

This section provides an overview of what a registry is and the myriad
variations of registries that exist today.

A. What Are Registries?

Patient registries are difficult to define precisely because they appear in so many different forms. The Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality (“AHRQ”) offers this formal definition of a patient registry: “an organized system that uses observational study methods to collect uniform data (clinical and other) to evaluate specified outcomes for a population defined by a particular disease, condition, or exposure, and that serves one or more predetermined scientific, clinical, or policy purposes.”

This definition would encompass only a limited subset of the entities described as patient registries today and performing at least some of the functions of registries. Many of the registries in the clinical research and disease communities meet the characteristics of this definition, but others do not in at least some respects. To grasp a fuller picture of the registry world and how data is used within it, it is critical to extend the universe more widely to include the range of efforts to collect a variety of information in a systematic way about patients who share a feature of medical interest.

The registry’s purpose drives choices about its participant pool, data collection, data standards, funding sources, and even stakeholders involved in making decisions about the registry. Registry stakeholders play critical roles in determining a registry’s purposes and activities. A “stakeholder’s input directly influences whether development of a registry can proceed, and it can have a strong influence on how a registry is conducted.”

Stakeholders are either primary or secondary. Primary stakeholders are those responsible for the data collection and management of the registry. Secondary stakeholders are distinguished by the fact that they benefit from the data that is collected as part of the registry. These secondary stakeholders might include other researchers, patients, patient organizations, or commercial entities such as pharmaceutical companies. In some instances, a secondary stakeholder could have a greater impact on the purpose and activities of a registry than a primary stakeholder. This situation is especially likely if stakeholders provide funding for the registry.

Registries have in common that they possess data, sometimes the data is very rich. They may collect information from across the globe about conditions that are very rare or events that are of low frequency. Their information may be standardized and collected over long periods of time. Registries thus have the potential to be critical sources of information for assessing disease risks, following the natural history of little-known conditions, comparing care quality


at different institutions, developing novel treatments, or even hoped-for cures. If commercial enterprises in health care assert trade secrets protection over predictive algorithms they have developed from patient data, information they have about the significance of novel genetic variants, or other analytic methods developed from patient information, registries may also be an independent source of information for medical research or studies of care quality. Nonetheless, ongoing upkeep of registries poses considerable administrative and financial challenges.

B. The Differing Characteristics of Registries

This section describes the wide variety of registry purposes, of entities that maintain registries, of information acquisition by registries, and of registry funding. The size and scope of registries varies enormously, from lists of several hundred patients with rare genetic syndromes to information about nearly a million and a half patients with hip or knee replacements. Registries are proliferating and taking many different forms. Registries that are expensive to maintain also may diminish their activity levels or become effectively defunct, leaving questions about what is to happen with the data they leave behind.

The vast proliferation of registries gives rise to concerns about reduplication, wasted efforts, gaps, and missed opportunities for cooperation. Efforts have been made to gather information about what registries are in operation but by no means are complete. The National Institutes of Health maintains a list of registries functioning at the national level that is explicitly not intended to be comprehensive. AHRQ maintains a Registry of Patient Registries that allows registry owners to provide information about their registries, including registry collaborators and the status of any clinical trials being conducted. Other entities such as the National Association of Rare Diseases (“NORD”) or Sanford Research also maintain a significant number of registries and provide resources for small patient groups that may be unable to develop registries on their own. The description that follows draws on these and other sources but it is important to recognize that efforts to provide a systematic description of a widespread and changing phenomenon will inevitably be incomplete. Although some registries of registries or registry consortiums also exist—that collect information about registries or that seek to further collaboration among registries—the focus of


what follows will be registries collecting information about individual patients.

1. Registry Purposes

The wide variety of registry purposes includes collecting contact information about individuals with particular conditions, assessing the incidence and prevalence of conditions, studying the natural history of conditions, assessing treatment safety and efficacy, comparing treatment outcomes for patients, engaging in clinical research, and providing support for patients and their families. Individual registries may, of course, serve many of these different functions.

Estimates are that over 7,000 rare diseases have been identified, many of which are genetic in origin and manifested in childhood. While a disease is classified as “rare” in the U.S. if it affects fewer than 200,000 patients, some very rare syndromes have been diagnosed in as few as a handful of individuals worldwide. Information about patients with these conditions may be difficult to assemble because they occur so infrequently, yet valid studies require adequate sample sizes. Registries have been developed to address this challenge. In their simplest form, these rare disease registries collect contact information about patients with an identified condition who may be interested in entering research studies devoted to their disease and who otherwise might be very difficult to contact in a coordinated way. For example, the Rare Diseases Clinical Research Network of the National Center for Advancing Translational Science maintains a contact registry for patients to sign up, describe their conditions, and be open to contact for participation in clinical studies. The Coordination of Rare Diseases registry at Sanford Research aims to work with patient advocacy groups to create


6. For example, the U.S. FDA is now facilitating a public-private partnership to facilitate collaboration among the over 30 orthopedic registries now in existence. INT’L CONSORTIUM ORTHOPAEDIC REGISTRIES, http://www.icor-initiative.org [https://perma.cc/7J77-2USG].


8. Examples of extremely rare conditions include Hutchinson-Gilford progeria, a premature aging syndrome diagnosed in 130 patients since it was first identified in 1886, Hutchinson-Gilford Progeria Syndrome, GENETICS HOME REF. (Oct. 16, 2018), https://ghr.nlm.nih.gov/condition/hutchinson-gilford-progeria-syndrome#statistics [https://perma.cc/2AL8-DH8A], and Fields Condition, a progressive neuromuscular condition diagnosed only in the two twins who have it, What Is It Like to Live with a Rare Disease?, NRS HEALTHCARE (Feb. 27, 2018), https://www.nrshealthcare.co.uk/articles/news/what-is-it-like-to-live-with-a-rare-disease [https://perma.cc/MU4C-E5HR].

registries of people with diseases such as Bohring-Opitz Syndrome, a rare mutation in the ASKL1 gene.\textsuperscript{10} Registries devoted to lysosomal storage diseases in children are another good example of registries aimed to assemble sufficient numbers of individuals with unusual conditions to enable sound research studies.\textsuperscript{11}

Rare disease registries may also aim to study the natural history of these conditions. Because they are diagnosed so infrequently, little may be known about whether the course they take is highly variable in different patients or indeed whether there are patients with milder forms of the condition who have not been recognized. NORD now has a project to establish registries to study the natural history of 20 rare diseases, such as galactosemia.\textsuperscript{12} These registries ask patients (or their family members on their behalf) to update information regularly so that better understanding can be developed of how the disease progresses in different patients.\textsuperscript{13} The NORD project also partners with the Food and Drug Administration to identify patients who may be interested in participating in clinical trials aimed to develop potential treatments for these conditions.\textsuperscript{14}

Registries may also be devoted to improving treatment for conditions that occur more frequently. One of the longest-operating registries is the Cystic Fibrosis Foundation Patient Registry which contains nearly 30,000 patients being treated in 282 different programs offering care for CF.\textsuperscript{15} In addition to serving as a resource for participation in clinical trials and research, this registry provides a resource for assessing approved therapies, for comparing treatment options, and


\textsuperscript{11} See e.g., Simon Jones et al., Disease Registries and Outcomes Research in Children: Focus on Lysosomal Storage Disorders, \textit{13 Pediatric Drugs} 33 (2011).


\textsuperscript{13} Pamela Gavin, The Importance of Natural Histories for Rare Diseases, \textit{3 Expert Opinion on Orphan Drugs} 855 (2015).


\textsuperscript{15} Cystic Fibrosis Foundation Patient Registry Highlights, CYSTIC FIBROSIS FOUND. (2017), https://www.cff.org/Research/Researcher-Resources/Patient-Registry/2017-Cystic-Fibrosis-Foundation-Patient-Registry-Highlights.pdf [https://perma.cc/WLH2-CTGP].
for improving care quality.\footnote{Id.}

Registry development also serves implementation of learning health care systems. The idea of a learning healthcare system is to continuously capture and present the best available evidence tailored to patient care.\footnote{\textit{Best Care at Lower Cost: The Path to Continuously Learning Health Care in America} 136 (Mark Smith et al. eds. 2013), \url{https://www.nap.edu/read/13444/chapter/1#xvii}} Registries of patients with the condition at issue can provide continuing updated feedback about outcomes of similar patients, and thus assist in evidence-based treatment recommendations for particular patients. For example, there is now a Collaborative Health Outcomes Information Registry that integrates patient data into an open source platform to enable physicians to tailor care to their patients needing pain management.\footnote{Clinical, Collaborative Health Outcomes Info. Registry, \url{https://choir.stanford.edu/clinical-practice/}} A parallel registry has been established for pediatric patients.\footnote{Rashmi P. Bhandari et al., Pediatric-Collaborative Health Outcomes Information Registry (Peds-CHOIR): A Learning Health System to Guide Pediatric Pain Research and Treatment, (Sept. 1, 2017) (unpublished manuscript) \url{https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC4988911/}}

Clinical research is another area for registry development. There are national and international requirements for certain clinical trials to be listed in public registries so that the public can acquire summary information about the trial, such as its sponsor, recruitment locations, inclusion criteria, and outcomes.\footnote{Listing of Clinical Trial Registries, supra note 5.} Particular clinical trials may also create patient registries that are maintained during the period of the trial. For example, patients with intracranial arterial stenosis and a high risk of stroke were entered into a registry designed to evaluate the technical success of stenting with a particular stent device.\footnote{O.O. Zaidat et al., The NIH registry on use of the Wingspan stent for symptomatic 70–99\% intracranial arterial stenosis (Nov. 26, 2012) (author manuscript), \url{https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC3506389/}} This registry followed patients for a year after insertion of the stent.\footnote{David J. Fiorella et al., \textit{US Wingspan Registry 12-Month Follow-Up Results}, 42 \textit{Stroke} 1976 (2011).}

Other registries collect ongoing data about particular treatments or medical devices. For example, the American Academy of Orthopedic Surgeons maintains a registry of patients who have received hip or knee replacements which included over 1,414,000 procedures by 2018,\footnote{A Growing Network, \textit{Am. Acad.Orthopedic Surgeons, Am. Joint Replacement Registry}, \url{http://www.ajr.net/}} and the American College of Cardiology maintains a suite of ten registries aimed to improve the evidence base for cardiac care.\footnote{Registries, \textit{Am. College of Cardiology}, \url{https://cvquality.acc.org/NCDR-Home/}} A registry of all genetic tests maintained by the National Institutes of
Health collects information submitted by test providers about what the test measures, where it can be administered, and any evidence of its analytical and clinical validity and clinical utility but does not acquire information about individual patient test results.25

Still other registries are designed for public health purposes to assess the incidence and prevalence of selected conditions. For example, forty-six states and the District of Columbia receive funding from the U.S. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (“CDC”) to maintain state cancer registries that collect incidence and mortality data.26 These registries may be used to identify high-risk groups of patients or to investigate the possibility that there are cancer clusters with environmental causes.27 To take another example, forty-three states have birth defect tracking systems that collect information about the incidence of defects and use the data for prevention, referral, and early intervention treatment for patients.28

2. Entities Maintaining Registries

The entities maintaining registries are as diverse as the registries themselves. Some registries are maintained by federal or state public health authorities. To illustrate with one state, Utah maintains a Cancer Registry,29 a Trauma Registry,30 an immunization information system,31 and a birth defect network.32 In addition, Utah established a Stroke and Cardiac Registry by statute in 2018.33

Other registries are maintained by non-profit organizations devoted to particular diseases. The patient registry maintained by the Cystic Fibrosis registries [https://perma.cc/CLR7-QC8X].

25. Rubinstein et al., supra note 5. Although this is called a registry, it is not one in the more standard sense that it collects data about individual patient.


Foundation is an example, as is the newer world bleeding disorders registry created by the World Federation of Hemophilia. Other registries are maintained by academic medical centers or other not-for-profit entities conducting clinical research, such as Sanford Research.

Still other registries are maintained by professional organizations. The cardiac and orthopedic registries described above are examples. The registries of the American College of Cardiology provide a number of the functions of professional organizations, including networking, quality improvement, and certification. The joint replacement procedure registry of the American Academy of Orthopaedic Surgeons is explicitly aimed to improve care quality and reduce rates of surgical revision.

Finally, some registries are maintained by provider organizations, health care payers, or pharmaceutical and medical device companies. Some of these organizations are non-profits but many others are for-profit corporations interested in using registry data to further their corporate goals. These registries are especially useful for optimizing care, reducing care costs, furthering understanding about the value of treatments, and developing new treatments. Controversies may arise, however, if patients providing data believe they are contributing to the advancement of knowledge about their disease while the ultimate outcome of the use of the registry information is a commercially marketed product protected by intellectual property rights, such as a genetic test or a novel pharmaceutical.

3. Sources and Types of Registry Information

Much of the value of registries lies in the utility of the data they collect. The utility of the registry is found in the integrity of its data and whether the data can be shared and utilized by a registry’s stakeholders and potential partners. Registry data is most useful if it is standardized. Registries are urged to include similar core components and to structure the data in ways that further interoperability. Standard core components include a description of the disease that will be

---

39. Such was the controversy when patients with Canavan disease contributed data and biological samples to researchers who then developed a test to identify the gene and patented the test. Greenberg v. Miami Children’s Hosp. Research Inst. Inc., 264 F. Supp. 2d 1064 (S.D. Fla. 2003).

followed, a determination of effective standards for data collection, and measurement of data results. As registries increasingly collect data from multiple sources and share data cooperatively, interoperability poses significant challenges, however.

Registries acquire information from varied sources. Some contain information drawn directly from medical records. For example, the registry devoted to Pompe Disease, a glycogen storage disorder, tracks the clinical outcomes for patients with this condition as they are recorded in the medical records of the patients’ treating physicians. Some registries such as cancer registries contain data reported by health care providers. Other registries contain information entered by patients themselves or their family members. Some registries draw data from multiple sources, including medical records directly from providers, medical records uploaded by participants, and additional information provided by patients themselves. Registries may also have data that allows research on the impact of exposure to traumatic events or environmental disasters. For example, there is a registry of rescue workers and people who were in the immediate area of the World Trade Center disaster, and a registry has recently been established for people who were in Houston during Hurricane Harvey.

Registries also vary on whether the information in them is collected with the consent of the participants. When registries are constructed as part of clinical research and contain identifiable patient information, patients (or their responsible persons on their behalf) consent to participation. Consent may permit data collection over extended periods of time, however, and patients may lose track of their participation in the registry. Moreover, many registries are devoted to conditions that are manifested in infancy or early childhood; in such cases, parents may enter their children into the registry without the child’s knowledge or consent. In some cases, longitudinal registries may require re-consent for the

40. AGENCY FOR HEALTHCARE RESEARCH & QUALITY, supra note 1.
43. See Accelerate Preeclampsia Research, PREECLAMPSIA REGISTRY https://preeclampsiaregistry.org/ [https://perma.cc/Y68W-GPGR] (Registry participants have the option of uploading themselves actual information into their online profile that they can edit and use, but that is also used by the registry).
continued participation of children in the registry after they reach adulthood. Registries that function to identify patients who may be interested in participating in clinical research will typically require consent to participation on a study-by-study basis. When registries are assembled from data submitted by patients themselves, patients will presumably be aware of their involvement in the registry and the information they have submitted.

Other registries may acquire data without either the consent or the knowledge of the individuals from which registry data is drawn. As described below, data that has been de-identified are not considered individual data for regulatory purposes. Inclusion of identifiable data in registries maintained by public health, moreover, may occur without either the consent or even the knowledge of the patient or his or her decision-maker.

While the scope and geographic reach of some registries may remain confined to a region of the country, an increasing number of registries not only include data about patients treated in the United States, but also data from patients scattered across the globe. When diseases are quite rare—as many genetic disorders may be—larger national or international inclusion criteria may be necessary to acquire sufficient clinical data to be informative about the prevalence and natural history of the disease or to facilitate translational research.

The source of registry data is particularly important to how the data are protected legally in the U.S. As discussed below, registry data obtained from patient medical records and maintained in entities covered by the U.S. privacy and security rules protecting health information receives quite comprehensive protection against misuse. Once information leaves the entities covered by these rules, however, it receives far less protection. Information downloaded from protected systems may lose the protections to which it was initially subject, and information in registries collected from patients or other sources will never have had that protection. Information entered by patients themselves or drawn from non-health care sources is largely unprotected by federal law. International data protection standards, and especially the European Union Data Protection Regulation, come into play when data crosses national borders. The European Regulation is far more protective than U.S. privacy law, and it remains to be seen whether it will pose difficulties for registries transferring information between jurisdictions.

Registries also vary widely in the sensitivity of the information they contain. Those registries that serve primarily as a means for identifying and connecting people with particular disease conditions may contain little sensitive information,
Although even contact information may be troubling if it enables people to be traced and harmed. Some registries collect contact information only and require further communication and consent before participants are contacted about sharing information for research or other purposes. For example, a registry may be contacted by researchers interested in studying their participants, and the registry may then contact their participants to ask whether they are interested in participating in the proposed study. Registries that function in this way raise far more limited confidentiality and other data use concerns than registries that share contact information directly with third parties or that collect far greater amounts of information about participants.

Other registries attempt to mitigate concerns about confidentiality and scope by limiting their information to de-identified data. There are significant controversies about the success of de-identification strategies, however. Primary problems with de-identification occur when data sets are combined. Risks of re-identification depend on what other information may be available for combination with a particular set of de-identified data. That the availability of other data may not be easily predicted in advance raises particularly difficult challenges for de-identification strategies. Such difficulties in prediction are especially noteworthy for registries that collect data longitudinally over comparatively long periods of time. Even when data are deidentified, however, other concerns beyond confidentiality may remain. One particular concern is that inferences may be drawn about group members based on a conjunction of characteristics that may apply even to individuals not included in the registry.

4. Registry Funding

In most instances, the size, scope, and activities of a registry will be determined by the funding that is available. Collecting, curating, and protecting data are expensive activities. Even if they have been originally established on a sound financial basis, registries may be challenged to remain in operation if they lack reliable ongoing funding sources. For this reason, entities supporting rare diseases, such as NORD, provide funding for registries and their operation. Diverse groups of stakeholders have contributed to a wide variety of registry funding models. Some registries are 501(c)(3) non-profit organizations, or


50. These concerns apply even to data de-identified the extent stipulated by the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA), 45 C.F.R. § 164.514(a), (b) (2018). See e.g., Bradley Malin, A De-identification Strategy Used for Sharing One Data Provider’s Oncology Trials Data Through the Project Data Sphere® Repository (2013), https://www.projectdatasphere.org/projectdatasphere/html/resources/PDF/DEIDENTIFICATION [https://perma.cc/5WJ7-2RDA].

maintained by these organizations, and funded largely by donations and fundraising efforts. Some receive funding from the institutions hosting them such as academic medical centers; some of this support may take the form of in-kind financial assistance. Many of these registries receive and are dependent on federal grant support, especially from NIH; the lifespan of grant-supported registries may, however, be the lifetime of the grant.

Registries that are supported by professional organizations may function on a membership model, with individuals or their institutions paying dues or membership fees. On these models, registry data and services are available to fee-paying members only.

Other registries are funded by commercial entities such as pharmaceutical companies. An example of a commercially-funded registry is the registry devoted to Gaucher disease, an autosomal recessive storage disorder in which patients cannot metabolize a particular lipid.52 The registry has been in operation since 1991.53 It is supported by Genzyme.54 It currently houses records of over 6000 patients from sixty-two countries.55

One common theme in the registry landscape with regard to registry funding is that registry stakeholders play a major role in the source of a registry’s funding.56

III. LEGAL PROTECTIONS FOR INFORMATION IN REGISTRIES

Like registries themselves, the legal protections that apply to them vary in many ways. This section describes the two U.S. federal regulatory structures that apply to protect information in some registries: the Common Rule, governing research with human subjects, and the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA), governing privacy and security rules. Other regulatory structures may also apply to registries but are beyond the scope of this description. At the U.S. federal level in the background is the Federal Trade Act prohibition on unfair or deceptive trade practices that requires registries to abide by any data protection assurances they make explicitly and not to collect information in ways people might not expect and that could be harmful to them in ways they are ill-equipped to prevent.57 In the U.S., several states are engaging in their own efforts to protect data privacy. There are also many trans-national regulations, the most notable of which is the European Union Data Protection Regulation, and other data protection regulations in jurisdictions outside of the U.S.58

53. Id.
54. Id.
55. Id.
56. Id.
58. 2016 O.J. (L 119) 1.
A. The Common Rule and Patient Registries

Many patient registries are constructed in settings that require conformity with the federal regulations governing research subjects. Strictly construed, these regulations apply to research receiving federal funding or to research that will be submitted to the FDA for approval of drugs or devices. However, many institutions apply the federal regulations governing research to all research they conduct; thus, registries maintained by academic medical institutions will typically be governed by the federal regulations. The FDA regulations and the Common Rule differ somewhat but in ways that are not relevant to this discussion; what follows is a summary of Common Rule requirements as they apply to registries.

The Common Rule defines “research” as “a systematic investigation . . . designed to develop or contribute to generalizable knowledge.” Public health surveillance activities are excluded from this definition. Collection of information is not “human subjects research” if the information is not collected through intervention or interaction with the individual or does not involve identifiable private information or biospecimen. Registries containing neither individually identifiable information nor assembled by contact with the people about whom they contain information are thus not covered by the Common Rule. If information is collected from the medical records of identifiable individuals but recorded in the registry in a manner that does not allow the identity of the individuals to be readily ascertained, the individuals are not contacted for the research, and the researcher does not make efforts to reidentify the individuals, research using that information is exempt from further Common Rule requirements. Use of identifiable information in registries is also exempt from the Common Rule if it is for health care operations or for public health activities; in these cases, the research is covered by the HIPAA privacy and security rule, described below.

Under the Common Rule, when registries engage in research with identifiable human subjects, consent is required unless the research meets the requirements for waiver of consent. These requirements are that the research poses no more than minimal risk, could not be practicably carried out without the waiver or without the use of the information in identifiable form, and will not adversely affect the rights or welfare of the subject. In addition, any pertinent information should be provided to subjects after the research has been conducted, if providing

60. 45 C.F.R. § 46.102(l)(2) (2018).
64. 45 C.F.R. § 46.111(a)(4) (2018).
this information is appropriate.  

Consent must include the risks and benefits of the research, including risks of loss of confidentiality; the extent to which the confidentiality of records will be maintained must be stated clearly as well. 67 For the information to be stripped of identifiers and then reused in additional research without additional informed consent, this option must be clearly stated in the consent form. 68 The Common Rule now also permits a form of “broad consent” to research involving the reuse of identifiable private information; such broad consent must include a general description of the types of research that may be conducted, a description of the identifiable information that might be used, a description of the time frame in which it is anticipated that the information will be maintained and used (a frame that explicitly may be indefinite), a description of any plans to share information about research and its results, and an explanation about how to contact researchers. 69 The privacy of subjects and the confidentiality of data must also be appropriately maintained. 70

To summarize, the Common Rule thus presents a complex set of consent requirements for registries conducting research with human subjects. Registries not conducting research, or not containing information or drawn from information about identifiable human subjects, are not covered by the Common Rule. Registries may also be beyond the Common Rule’s coverage when they are created by institutions that do not receive federal funding and are not intended to be used in the development of products requiring FDA approval for marketing. Informed consent may otherwise be required for research involving information in registries—but this consent may be broad or waived. The consent mechanisms of the Common Rule are thus limited at best in protecting the information in registries.

B. The HIPAA Rules and Patient Registries

The HIPAA security and privacy rules apply to identifiable health information possessed by HIPAA-covered entities. These entities are health care providers who transmit any information in electronic form; entities also include health plans and health care clearinghouses. 71 HIPAA also covers the “business associates” of covered entities—that is, entities receiving identifiable health information from covered entities in order to provide functions such as cost analytics, quality of care analytics, legal advice, accounting services or a host of other business functions required by health care organizations. 72 Entities not included in these definitions are not covered by the HIPAA rules. When

---

72. Id.
information is transferred out of the HIPAA domain—for example by a patient request for records to be transferred—the transferred information no longer has the protections accorded by HIPAA, although the original copy possessed by the covered entity would continue to be protected.

Under the HIPAA security rule, covered entities must perform an assessment about security risks and implement reasonable security plans. Security has three aspects. The first is administrative security: proper training of staff so that they do not risk security breaches, for example, sharing passwords, using very weak passwords, or letting people into files who have not been properly authenticated. A second is physical security: the data from destruction or loss, such as when the data are stored on a portable device, and the portable device is taken where it can be lost or stolen. The third is technical security which is achieved by methods such as encryption and automatic logoff.

The HIPAA privacy rule also provides significant protections for health information that it covers. Most importantly for this discussion, patients have rights to receive copies of most of their records and to request amendments if they identify errors. Authorization from patients is required if information is to be used in research; thus registry research conducted by covered entities would require authorization. Authorization may combine inclusion in the registry with participation in a given research study. On the other side, patient authorization is not required for covered entities to share information with public health as required by law. Thus, providers need not seek patient authorization to report information to public health registries in a manner that is legally required. Authorization is also not required for treatment, payment, or health care operations; thus registries maintained internally for purposes such as analysis of cost effectiveness do not require authorization. Finally, information de-identified to HIPAA standards is no longer considered health information

73. See 45 C.F.R. § 164.306(a)-(b) (2018).
77. 45 C.F.R. § 164.524(a) (2018). This right extends only to information in the “designated record set” and excludes psychotherapy notes. See id.
79. 45 C.F.R. § 164.508(b) (2018).
80. 45 C.F.R. § 164.508(b)(3) (2018). However, such compound authorizations must be careful to distinguish situations in which it is permissible to condition treatment on authorization and situations in which it is not. For example, receipt of treatment in a clinical trial may be conditioned on allowing data to be shared with the trial. However, treatment may not be conditioned on participation in a registry unless the registry is part of the trial. See id.
protected by HIPAA,83 thus, information that has been de-identified before being transferred to registries is no longer considered to be under the strictures of HIPAA. Information may also be transferred and used without authorization if it has been partially de-identified in the form of what HIPAA terms a “limited data set.”84 Use of limited data sets requires a data use agreement to protect from re-identification.

HIPAA thus provides some fairly extensive protections for the health information it covers. To be sure, some of the exceptions to authorization, such as the exception for public health, have come under significant criticism from privacy advocates. However, the far greater concern is the amount of health information that is outside of the domain of HIPAA. Information in registries may never have been HIPAA-protected because it was submitted by patients themselves or other entities that are not within the HIPAA definition of a covered entity or business associate. Information that was once HIPAA-protected may also lose that protection if it is transferred to a registry that is not within the HIPAA orbit.

IV. FAIR INFORMATION PRACTICES AND DATA STEWARDSHIP

Fair information practices (“FIPs”) were initially proposed over forty years ago with the advent of electronic data and have been honed over the ensuing years.85 This summary of FIPs is distilled from the initial report of the then-Department of Health, Education, and Welfare (“DHEW”), the Organization for Economic Co-Operation and Development (“OECD”) guidelines for privacy protection, and recommendations of the U.S. Office of the National Coordinator for Health Information Technology (“ONC”) and the National Committee on Vital and Health Statistics (“NCVHS”).

FIPs were initially proposed in a report from DHEW in 1973: “Records, Computers, and the Rights of Citizens.”86 The report, spawned by the growing recognition of the power of electronic data, rested on five key principles:

1. there must be no record-keeping systems whose very existence is private;
2. there must be a way for an individual to find out information about his own record and how it is being used; (3) there must be a way for the individual to prevent information about him that was obtained for one purpose from being used or made available for other purposes

83. 45 C.F.R. § 164.514(a) (2018).
84. 45 C.F.R. § 164.514(e) (2018). Limited data sets may contain more specific location information and dates of treatment than de-identified information. Id.
without his consent; (4) there must be a way for an individual to correct or amend a record of identifiable information about him; and (5) any organization creating, maintaining, using or disseminating records of identifiable personal data must assure the reliability of the data for their intended use and must take precautions to prevent misuse of the data.\footnote{87}

In 1980, the OECD proposed a similar list of recommendations that subdivided several of the HEW recommendations and also specified collection limitation, security protections, and accountability.\footnote{88} The OECD principles included: (1) collection limitation; (2) data quality; (3) purpose specification; (4) use limitation; (5) security safeguards; (6) openness; (7) individual participation; and (8) accountability.\footnote{89} These initial efforts to delineate FIPs placed robust emphasis on transparency, individual involvement, data integrity, and protections against data misuse.

As health information has become managed in electronic forms that facilitate uses beyond the treatment of individual patients, the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services (“HHS”) has both encouraged electronic medical records and developed a variety of materials for promoting the privacy and security of the information these records contain. The ONC within HHS is the primary federal entity responsible for health IT and has published a range of “how to” materials for consumers and providers about health information privacy and security. ONC has also attempted to provide guidance for the wide range of uses of health information now burgeoning across the electronic data landscape. For purposes of this article, one of the most important of these is the model privacy notice (“MPN”), originally issued in 2011 and updated in 2016 and 2018.\footnote{90}

The MPN is designed to be a standard form for health technology developers to use in disclosing their practices with respect to the collection of health information.\footnote{91} If registries collect information through internet sites, as many now do, they will need to inform participants of their privacy policies. For registries that are outside of the scope of either HIPAA or the Common Rule, from the perspective of federal law these policies need only comply with the FTC Act’s prohibition of unfair or deceptive trade practices, as outlined in the previous section. The MPN is designed with these legal requirements in the background.

\footnote{87. Ware, supra note 86, at xx-xxi.}
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and begins with a disclosure of whether the entity collecting the information is HIPAA-covered.\textsuperscript{92} The MPN then prompts disclosure of how data are used internally, including whether the data will be used for scientific research or for the development of products.\textsuperscript{93} It also prompts disclosure of any external sharing of data, including whether it will be used for research, marketing, or development of products.\textsuperscript{94} Importantly, it requires indicating to participants whether their data will be used or shared in identifiable form or only after it has been deidentified.\textsuperscript{95} It also requires informing participants of what other data may be combined with the information they submit, what participants may do with the data, what will happen in the case of a data breach, what will happen if participants decide to end their participation, and what will happen if the entity itself ceases operations.\textsuperscript{96}

The federal advisory committee to HHS for vital and health statistics, the NCVHS, has also put forth a series of documents on data governance and stewardship. The NCVHS documents, built on FIPs, emphasize transparency and accountability in data governance.\textsuperscript{97} They present a number of concrete recommendations for parties responsible for data stewardship, including application of minimum necessary principles in data sharing and use and care in assuring that any data transfers are carefully monitored to assure that they occur as planned.\textsuperscript{98} They also recommend clear accountability and the development of mechanisms to both identify any failures, attach consequences to responsible parties, remediate any harms, and pursue needed corrective action.\textsuperscript{99}

\section*{V. Registry Practices}

To ascertain the extent to which registries are guided by fair information practices and methods of data stewardship, the authors conducted telephone interviews with a selected group of registries. This section describes research methods and study results. The study was approved by the University of Utah Institutional Review Board and funded by the Utah Center for Excellence in ELSI Research (“UCEER”). The study was a pilot and represents at best a snapshot of practices of the registries contacted. Nonetheless, it is clear that registry practices vary substantially and that at least some registries desire more specific guidelines about practices to use in managing the data they contain.
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A. Study Methods

To select registries for interview, the authors began with the registries and registry groups listed on the NIH registry webpage. Contact attempts were made for all registries listing contact information and collecting data longitudinally rather than at a single point in time, a total of fifty-nine registries. Contact was initiated first with an email providing a brief background of the S.J. Quinney College of Law’s Center for Law and Biomedical Sciences and explaining the study objectives. Contact was successfully made with thirty registries and interviews were ultimately conducted with twenty who agreed to discuss their registry’s practices; seventeen of these registries provided sufficient information to be used in the analysis that follows. Population sizes vary across the registries contacted, from approximately 200 to over three-quarters of a million participants. Disease types varied as well. Registries were promised confidentiality and the discussion that follows reports only aggregate information or information in which no registries are identified.

Interviews were conducted by telephone by Michael Squires; they were not recorded but detailed notes were kept. The interviews followed a scripted questionnaire. The questionnaire was based on the authors’ review of the FIPs and registry governance materials outlined in the prior section. Each section of the questionnaire was aimed at quickly identifying essential registry information. There were four main sections: (1) registry governance; (2) registry funding; (3) registry population and consent; and (4) data protection and privacy of registry participants. In all, the interviews provide a skeleton understanding of the registry landscape. Some registries were reluctant to answer some of the questions due to liability concerns. Some registries were also unable to answer the questions during the interview because the person contacted at the registry simply did not know the answer. Some registries asked for findings to be shared with them to enable them to improve their practices. Of particular note going forward, no registry was willing to agree to participate in a study that would involve registry participants and that might involve questions about participants’ knowledge about their participation in the registry, registry uses and protection of information, or other registry matters such as governance or financing.

B. Study Findings

This section reports study findings with respect to the four targeted questionnaire areas: governance, funding, registry populations, and privacy.

1. Registry Governance

Registry governance involves whether the registry has stated rules for its operations, how its decision-making is structured, and whether oversight mechanisms are in place. With respect to registry governance, the most consistent
finding was the great variety that exists. Of the seventeen registries interviewed, fourteen had official statements of the registry mission. Six had explicit bylaws, five had formal statements of the makeup of governance committees, and six had formal statements of their decision-making structures. Fifteen of the seventeen had a formal management board; nine had advisory boards.

Statements of the duties of these governance structures varied widely as well. One registry specifically assigned fiscal responsibility to the management board, two used the board to advise on its strategic direction, and two used the board to review scientific reports and publications from the registry. For two registries, the board developed and monitored data practices, for another two the board created strategies for communication of registry activities, and for six the explicit role of the board was to consider the needs of all registry stakeholders.

Very few of the registries interviewed had formal or independent oversight mechanisms. Only two of the seventeen had an independent oversight mechanism. Six had internal oversight mechanisms, primarily composed of physicians. One identified an ethicist as a member of its oversight mechanism and two identified statisticians.

Although these data are perforce limited to the registries interviewed, the extent to which registries lack formal governance and accountability structures clearly warrants further study. Registries may find that their success in enrolling patients and in generating patient trust is enhanced by more robust and transparent governance structures.

2. Registry Funding

Of the registries that agreed to be interviewed for this study, the predominant funding source was NIH. Several received ongoing support from academic medical centers after the expiration of the initial grant. One registry functioned largely on the basis of a grant from a single private donor. Several received at least some funding or support from industry. Several engaged in significant fundraising efforts to support their activities. The interviews did not yield sufficient information for analysis about the extent to which funding structures drove decisions about data acquisition, uses, and protections, although this is an area that clearly warrants more systematic investigation.

3. Registry Populations: Enrollment, Information, and Consent to Participate

Interviewees cited many factors as affecting registry size. The type of the disease and the frequency with which it occurs in the target population clearly constrains a registry’s potential population size. The method of acquiring registry participants also has an impact on the number of participants. Most registries in this study used similar methods of identifying potential participants, including: (1) Participating private clinics and physicians; (2) Partnerships with universities with medical centers; and (3) Website marketing by the registry itself.

Most registries identify potential registry participants through participating clinics and clinicians themselves. These are sometimes connected to private clinics, but a partnership with university medical centers is very common.
Registries also invest in their own advertising to reach individuals themselves, often by hosting a website and advertising directly to potential registry participants. Less common still are registries that advertise directly to potential registry participants by way of publication or brochure placed at a doctor’s office.

All interviewed registries required some form of consent to initiate participation in the registry. For a majority of registry participants who are referred to a registry by a participating clinician or clinic, the process of enrollment and consent typically occurs within the treatment context. The likely process is that these potential participants will be approached by their clinician after a diagnosis of a condition of interest to the registry. For these patients, the consent process will take place with their physician and may also involve creating an online profile for contact and further consent to inclusion in future studies. The identity of registry participants is assured through their clinicians’ participation in the enrollment process.

Registries that recruit through direct advertising typically request the registry participant to provide the registry with personal health information. Creating an online account and uploading medical reports and other information to the registry is the most usual method. Typically included in that process are online registration consent forms. This process of enrollment may take place without the same kind of opportunity to ask questions that might occur for patients enrolled through the provider from whom they are obtaining treatment. It is also unlikely to involve a reliable method for assuring the identity of the registry participant. Registries that permitted individuals to enroll and submit information themselves had very limited identity management structures in place; only one registry had a specific process for identity proofing and no registry required any kind of in person identity verification before participants could sign up for the registry.

The longitudinal nature of many registries poses additional complications for participants’ consent to participation. Many registries are devoted to conditions that become manifest by very early childhood; in such cases, participants are enrolled by their parents and may never become aware of their inclusion in the registry. Even when participants were aware of their inclusion at the outset, they may lose touch with their participation in the registry and ultimately forget that their clinicians may nonetheless continue to update information about them in the registry. Consent to registry participation, that is, may take place at a single point in time whereas registry participation is ongoing. Some registries are structured to require new consent for participation in research sponsored by the registry, but others do not require renewed consent for research uses of the data contained in the registry.

4. Data Protection and Privacy

Data protection and privacy are core to FIPs. Questions in this portion of the questionnaire were the most numerous and likely the most difficult for registries to answer. Indeed, many registries deferred answering a significant portion of the questions relating to the registry’s data protection policies from explicit liability concerns. Registries also expressed concern that answering questions that touched on their registry privacy protocol would provide with too much information.
Many registries simply stated that they were unable to answer these questions about data protection and use.

Questions included the extent to which the registry made clear to participants the purposes for which information would be used and whether subsequent uses would be limited to the initial specified purposes. Interviews also asked whether there was clarity about who would have access to the data, including whether participants would have access to data about themselves. When participants submit data themselves, they presumably are aware they are making the submission, at least at the time it occurs. When clinicians supply data to the registry, however, patients may not have the opportunity to know what data has been submitted and to request correction of any errors.

Findings from the interviews were that twelve registries specify the purpose for which data are being collected. None indicated explicit policies about letting participants obtain a copy of information about them in the registry or suggest corrections for this information in the registry. Six had explicit use limitation requirements. Seven limited access to registry data to specific registry personnel. Five registries allowed data to be shared with external organizations—but none of these had a data use agreement they were willing to share.

Security practices were also an area of concern raised in the interviews. Four registries had explicit data security practices and set a minimum standard of care for data security protection. No registries had adopted breach notification processes and no registries reported awareness of any data breaches.

VI. RECOMMENDATIONS AND CONCLUSION

As this snapshot may indicate, registries vary widely with respect to the extent to which they have explicit policies that reflect the core values of FIPs and data stewardship. The interview data are limited, however, and must be viewed with the caution that they may reflect an unwillingness to share information about policies rather than the lack of policies. It is also fair to say that some of the larger and more established registries were among the ones with more extensive data management and protection policies, but this generalization did not always hold.

Nonetheless, the interview findings give significant reason for concern. Registries may be more enthusiastic collectors of information than they are protectors of it. If so, at least some registries would appear to be at significant risk of experiencing problems with their use and protection of information—problems that could undermine trust and participation in the registry enterprise. Registries should be encouraged, at a minimum, to develop governance and oversight plans. They should develop explicit policies for specifying the purposes of data collection and limitations on data use. Data use agreements should be developed and enforced whenever registry data are made available to entities outside of the registry. Security risk assessments are also imperative for many registries. Transparency about registry policies and data uses are also essential. Transparency should also include allowing registry participants to know what
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information the registry holds about them and to suggest any needed corrections. Regular communication with registry participants—for example, in the form of an electronically available annual report—could greatly enhance awareness of registry activities for participants. These measures have the potential to enhance trust among registry participants and encourage engagement with the registry.

Registries are a growing part of the health information landscape and an important source of information, particularly about rare conditions. Further research on registry practices and on the attitudes and experiences of registry participants is needed both to reduce risks for participants and to further registry development.